redictions of commercial success for ebooks have
come and gone for the last 10 years. Companies
kept launching the next generation of ebook readers, only to fade away as substantial sales failed to materialize and investors lost patience. They saw the opportunity and the inefficiencies in the traditional publishing
processes. But they couldn't monetize the opportunities, and
they couldn't catch the interest or imagination of readers in
the ebook arena.
So what's different this time around? Oprah Winfrey's
endorsement of the Amazon Kindle is a clear indication
that ebooks have hit mainstream America. There have been
significant improvements in both content and software/
hardware. Just as important are the changes in mind-set for
both readers and publishers, plus infrastructure changes
that create larger inventories of book titles.
Libraries were early experimenters with ebooks, using
grants to buy different hardware and content formats as they
evolved. Providing hardware in the form of proprietary
SoftBook and Rocketbook readers didn't work particularly
well. Ebook services NetLibrary and OverDrive developed
software to circulate ebooks with automatic check-in/
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checkout features, but they struggled with limited titles and
multiple format issues. Book databases provided the most
viable format to expand access to digital books, with ebrary
and Safari (O'Reilly), as well as other specialized players
(Knovel, Ovid, and Books 24X7), pioneering this format.
Libraries buy for multiple users. Consumers, including
students, buy for individual use. It's a significant difference.

Conversations about ebooks tend to highlight the confusion
between the hardware platform (the screen) and the actual
content to be read. Much of the debate about ebooks revolves
around the form factor of reading on an electronic device versus reading dead tree materials. I'm convinced that both forms
will thrive, just as good books will be successful in all formats.
The Amazon Kindle and the Sony Reader are significant
improvements over earlier hardware. E Ink technology has
made screens lighter and more readable, particularly outdoors in bright light. Batteries are much lighter and continue to improve. The next frontier is the smartphone,
particularly the iPhone, with its larger screen and all-in-one
device functionality.

Screen sizes are an inherent problem with all hardware:
Each device's screen is a different size. Software developers
underestimate the complexity of adapting dead tree formats
to electronic formats. Proprietary formats can be optimized
for supported devices, but those are moving targets with new
hardware generations being introduced every 6 months.
A major shortcoming of the first devices was the inability to
load personal documents, either for work or for pleasure, on
the same device as copyrighted ebooks. Buyers want to do
their reading on a single device. So the next generation of readers offered support of Microsoft Office and Adobe PDE even if
the documents may not be perfectly rendered on-screen.
PUBL-'HER I NFRASTRUCTURE EVOLUTION
Adapting to digital formats has been a slow and painful
process for traditional publishers. Their production processes were set up to produce books for printing presses.
Electronic formats were created later-and only for those
books that showed enough promise in hard copy to justify
the additional expense of conversion to digital format.
Now that publishers are converting to XML formats and
providing up-to-date production software, digital editions

and hard copy editions can be produced simultaneously.
Happy About, the publisher of my new book, I've Got a
Domain Name-Now What???, made the electronic version
available before the print version.
Mind-set changes are even more important. Cannibalization of print revenue was a major concern to traditional
publishers. They discovered, however, that electronic formats
reached a different audience, which provided incremental
growth, a bright spot in otherwise declining markets. Both
hard copy and electronic formats benefit from the same
reviews. Institutional buyers can decide on buying multiple
formats instead of separating out the ebook buying process.
This change is signaled by the availability of 107 of the
110 books on The New York Times best-seller list with the
launch of the new Kindle in February 2009. The $9.99 price
(less than hard copy) is another mind-shift since this pricing reflects the lower costs of distribution rather than a fixed
list price for all versions.
Digital formats broaden the market for titles. Large print
books in hard-copy format are expensive and lag the market.
Now, a new best-seller can be available immediately by toggling on the large font on the reading device. Newer platforms
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have software that converts text to audio. The sound may not
be as pleasing as human-created audio, but it's immediate
and easy. Machine translation into other languages is not
ideal, but it's sufficient for some purposes. Hardware readers
are also ideal for people with limited movement, opening up
a wider range of reading and listening materials.
Standards have also fueled this change. Publishers originally had to provide their titles in different formats for each
digital channel. Needless to say, they were less than enthusiastic about adding additional formats. Adobe PDF is one
de facto standard. The vendor-neutral standard, the EPUB
file extension, was developed by the International Digital
Publishing Forum (IDPF), the trade and standards association for the digital publishing industry. These specifications
are designed to provide interoperability between software/hardware platforms and to minimize the hassles
involved with new devices.
EBOOK PACKAGING
Individuals buy ebooks in their simplest form-an object
that is downloadable to either their personal computers or
a device such as the Kindle. Pricing is per book, and the formats can be either proprietary or industry standard, typically PDE The inherent assumption is the same as a print
book-only one person can read the book at a time.
Personal bookshelves are a common feature to provide a
backup of purchased books.
Web bookstores are economically quite feasible, with
sites such as Fictionwise and eBooks.com that sell only
ebooks. There are also niche ebook sites that sell only science fiction and fantasy, such as Baen. Authors can sell
books directly over the web without a publisher or a physical bookstore, so self-publishing becomes easier.
Libraries, however, buy ebooks for multiple users, and
they usually purchase them through aggregators rather
than individual publishers. So they buy in two formats:
" Downloadable books from a hosted aggregator with checkin, checkout, and on-hold capabilities. OverDrive and
NetLibrary use this model. Checkout is still based on one
book, one reader at a time, though publishers have relaxed
this requirement to allow online previews of ebooks in the
catalog, even though some are checked out. This is the
equivalent of the Look Inside the Book feature of Amazon,
and it mimics browsing in the library.
"*Book databases accessed online in the same way as electronic
journal databases. The ability to search across the books is an
important feature. Reference books and STM collections typically fall into this category. ebrary, Knovel, and Credo Reference all use this model. Multiple users can access the database at the same time, which is consistent with users needing
to search only sections of books, not entire books.
Funding these different forms can be challenging since
there are frequently different budgets for "books" and "electronic databases." Downloadable books are purchased and
circulated as individual titles, although they may be priced
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and bought as a "collection" of titles. An additional complexity is that downloadable ebooks can be downloaded to
different devices, therefore, each "version" or "format" may
be priced separately.
Book databases are generally subscription priced, so they
have to be funded every year, with the pricing dependent
on the collection of books included in the database. ebrary
has yet another option to buy individual titles available for
perpetual access.
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Libraries are now providing services 24/7 through their
websites-the new "branch library." Ebooks and book databases as well as other electronic databases are popular with
younger and more tech-savvy end users/patrons. They also
reach a population that doesn't use a physical library due to
location, scheduling, or preferences. Travelers and military
personnel can't easily carry books, but they can carry
portable devices. Students are likely to work on term papers
in the middle of the night when the physical library is closed.
Digital natives, and, increasingly, their parents and
grandparents, are quite comfortable reading from a screen,
regardless of the content. Mobile devices are part of their
clothing whether they are at work, school, or leisure. They
expect books to be available like any other content-immediately, anytime, anyplace-on their personal devices. Highspeed internet access is readily available to either download
books or search online book databases. Ebooks also fit with
increased demand for distance education.
Buying books for multiple locations has always been
problematic, particularly for reference materials. Book
databases allow the same electronic information to be
available to all locations, regardless of size or time zone.
Subscription pricing scales, so researchers and employees
in small organizations can have access to the same information as large organizations, a particularly attractive
proposition for virtual companies.
Technology is a high-demand area for books. However, technology books published by traditional publishers tend to be
out-of-date by the time they become available. So ebooks are
the best option to get titles to market in the 6-month window
of demand after a new software release. Ebooks also meet the
needs of worldwide development teams, which can't be supported by physical books. O'Reilly recognized this by developing its Safari book database, which includes not only the books
but also an actual programming code that can be cut and
pasted. The database is also a repository for information about
older technologies that would be weeded from shelves.
Ebook collections can also provide operational efficiencies:
"*Popular titles don't disappear. These include books such as
SAT Prep guides, Nolo legal titles, tax preparation books,
and chemical handbooks.

"*Ebooks can't be lost by misshelving.
"*Automatic check-in, checkout, and holds eliminate
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"*No additional physical space is required to expand the collection. Academic libraries, in particular, face space
crunches, and weeding is difficult. Corporate libraries are
primarily virtual.
"•Materials for high-demand periods can be easily managed
online, i.e., statewide, California Mission projects for fourth
graders are due every spring.
"•Some collections are better managed as ebooks. Romance
novels are an underappreciated genre in public libraries and
may not even be cataloged as part of their collections. Typically, these are paperbacks that disintegrate with normal,
high usage and go out-of-print quickly. OverDrive has found
that romances are the most popular ebook category for its
8,500 public library customers. Ebooks don't wear out!
"•Instructional manuals for company products can be important in providing customer service, without requiring a
phone call or email or maintaining an inventory.
Balancing physical and electronic collections is an ongoing process. Demand, however, is shifting toward electronic
as awareness builds and ease of use improves.

The major key to the success of ebooks as an emerging
industry is continued growth in the number of titles. The
limited number of titles available at launch (less than
10,000) doomed the first-generation hardware readers. In
contrast, the second-generation Kindle launched with
230,000 titles. OverDrive claims more than 150,000 titles;
NetLibrary has more than 180,000 titles. Google has just
announced the availability of more than 1.5 million public
domain books for the iPhone and the Android-based Gl.
Growth is accelerating, but availability of titles is still
spotty. Books in Print has more than 4 million titles, and
Bookfinders.com searches 150 million out-of-print books.
My library-school students do not have the option to buy
their textbooks in electronic format. This last semester, our
San Jose State University bookstore reported an increase
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from 96 to 224 electronic editions of textbooks, for a campus of more than 30,000 students.
Inclusion in the library OPAC is another major key. Initial
implementations for ebooks were generally in a separate
section on the libraries' websites, in much the same way
videos and computer games were added. This separation
resulted in low usage. Users were looking for answers first
and format second; they were unaware that there might be
immediate ebook alternatives. Usage went up dramatically
when ebooks were included in the main catalog (and the
number of titles increased!).
Greater adoption of format standards significantly benefits both libraries and publishers. Reader hardware will continue to evolve, particularly with mobile devices. Mobile
phones are on an 18-month replacement cycle, and,
increasingly, they will be the screen of choice. The popularity of the Apple iPhone has changed the search and mobile
content landscape. Publishers and book aggregators want
to minimize the number of formats they produce, just as
libraries find standard formats easier to support. The bottom line is that growth in the number of titles should be primary, not coping with different formats.
Oprah's enthusiasm for the Amazon Kindle has built an
awareness of the availability of ebooks-a welcome boost to
the industry. The number of titles has reached critical mass,
and reader hardware has become more attractive. Now,
libraries face the challenge of increased demand on their
already-stretched materials budgets.
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